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Mad Dog’s Bacon Cheddar Pinwheels

This super simple appetizer is perfect for any entertaining occasion – or just because you need an incredible Mad

Dog snack.

Read more →
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Butternut Fries with Spicy Cilantro Dip

 If scrumptious side dishes have eluded you in the past, you really don’t need to look any farther than this recipe.

It’s filling, but you will have a difficult time leaving any on your plate. The flavors work in unison to ensure that

you’re constantly reaching for these butternut fries. This dish works perfectly with steak or chicken, but you may

just become addicted to the point where you need to make these mornings, noon and night. They’re that good.

Read more →
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Sauce, Pressed Bacon Cubanos

Poker Face Pressed Bacon Cubanos

 Need a late-night fix after hours of cards and gin? Want something that’ll totally perk up the party so you can get

back to winning all those chips from your friends? Whip up a few of these decadent Cuban sandwiches before

the party gets going – just hold off on the final cooking step until everyone’s starving. You’ll be a hero – winner

or not.

Read more →
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Chicken and Ghost Pepper Yakisoba

This might just be one of the most versatile recipes you’ll ever come across. It’s great for a filling dinner, or you

can pack it into lunchbox containers and take it to work with you. If you really wanted, you could pack it for a

picnic or bring it to a potluck. Now, we know that not everyone can handle the heat of the ghost peppers as you

can, but that just means there is more for you to enjoy.

Read more →
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